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In 1955, Hall and Paige conjectured that any "nite group with a noncyclic
Sylow 2-subgroup admits complete mappings. For the groups G‚(2, q), S‚(2, q),
PS‚(2, q), and PG‚(2, q) this conjecture has been proved except for S‚(2, q), q odd.
We prove that S‚ (2, q), q,1 modulo 4 admits complete mappings. ( 2001
Academic PressINTRODUCTION
For a "nite group G, a bijection h : GPG is said to be a complete mapping
of G if the mapping xPxh(x) is also a bijection. The natural question to ask
is which groups admit complete mappings. In 1955, Hall and Paige [8]
proved that a "nite group with a nontrivial cyclic Sylow 2-subgroup cannot
admit complete mappings. They conjectured the converse, which they proved
for alternating groups, symmetric groups, and soluble groups. This conjec-
ture has not been settled, though there is now much evidence to support it
(see the survey in [5]). For the groups G‚ (2, q), PS‚(2, q), and PG‚(2, q), the
Hall}Paige conjecture has been proved. For S‚(2, q), two cases remain: q,1
modulo 4 and q,3 modulo 4.
For q even, the conjecture was proved for S‚(2, q)"PS‚(2, q) in [9] and
for G‚ (2, q)"PG‚(2, q) in [4]. Furthermore, in [1] it was proved that, for
q even, neither S‚(2, q), nor G‚ (2, q) could be a minimal counterexample to
the Hall}Paige conjecture. For q,3 modulo 4, the conjecture was proved
for S‚ (2,7) and S‚ (2,11) in [9], PS‚(2, q) in [2], and G‚ (2, q), and PG‚(2, q)
in [3]. For q,1 modulo 4, the conjecture was proved for G‚(2, q), PS‚(2, q),373
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374 ANTHONY B. EVANSand PG‚(2, q), q"5,9,13,17, in [7], for S‚(2,5) in [9], for S‚(2, q),
q"9, 13, 17, in [7], and for PS‚(2, q), G‚ (2, q), and PG‚(2, q) in [3].
In this paper we prove that S‚(2, q), q,1 modulo 4, admits complete
mappings.
It should be noted that in this paper the set of squares of GF (q) includes 0.
THE RESULT
Let H be a subgroup of a "nite group G. A set X, of elements of G, will be
called a partial system of left coset representatives for H in G if, for all x, y3X,
xH"yH implies x"y. If X is a partial system of left coset representatives
for H in G, and G"XH then X is a system of left coset representatives for
H in G. Systems and partial systems of right coset representatives are de"ned
similarly. A dual system of coset representatives for H in G is a system of left
coset representatives for H in G that is also a system of right coset representa-
tives for H in G. For X a partial system of left coset representatives for H in G,
a bijection h :XPX will be called a complete mapping of X if, for each x3X,
there is exactly one element g(x)3X such that xh (x)H"g(x)H and the
mapping g :XPX is a bijection. It is easily shown that if X is the disjoint
union of X
1
,2,Xn and, for each i3M1,2, nN, hi is a complete mapping of
X
i
then h :XPX, de"ned by h(x)"h
i
(x) if x3X
i
, is a complete mapping of X.
LEMMA 1 (Hall and Paige). ‚et G be a ,nite group, H a subgroup of G, and
D a dual system of coset representatives for H in G. If H and D admit complete
mappings then G admits complete mappings.
Proof. See [6, Theorem 1.23]. j
If G is a "nite group, H a subgroup of G, and D a dual system of coset
representatives for H in G, then any complete mapping h of D induces
a bijection g : DPD, de"ned by xh(x)H"g (x)H. The system MH, D, h, gN is
called an HP-system in [1], [3], and [7].
From now on we will be working with the group S‚(2, q), and it will always
be assumed that q,1 modulo 4. In what follows we will "rst describe
a subgroup H, of S‚(2, q), that admits complete mappings and a dual system
D
P,T
of coset representatives for H in S‚(2, q). We will then construct, piece
by piece, a complete mapping of D
P,T
for each q. We will be using the same
approach as in [7]. Lemmas 2 through 4 are culled from this source. There
are three classes of matrices in S‚(2, q) that we will need.
A
a
"A
a 0
0 1/aB, Bb"A
0 b
!1/b 0B, and Dx,y"A
1 x
y 1#xyB,
where a, b,x, y3GF(q), a, bO0.
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a
: aO0NXMB
b
: bO0N.
LEMMA 2. H is a subgroup of S‚(2, q), and H admits complete mappings.
Proof. H is a subgroup of S‚(2, q) as A
a
A
b
"A
ab
, A
a
B
b
"B
ab
,
B
a
A
b
"B
a@b
, and B
a
B
b
"A
~a@b
. H is soluble as it is a group of order 2(q!1)
with a cyclic normal subgroup, MA
a
: aO0N, of order q!1. H has a noncyclic
Sylow 2-subgroup as if we let c3GF(q) have multiplicative order 4; then
SA
c
, B
~1
T is a Sylow 2-subgroup of H and is isomorphic to the quaternion
group of order 8. Thus H admits complete mappings. j
For a3GF (q) the mapping xP!(a#x) is an involutory permutation of
GF(q) that "xes only !a/2. We will call SLGF(q)!M!a/2N a half set
centered at !a/2 if, for all x3GF(q)!M!a/2N, exactly one of x3S,
!(a#x)3S holds; that is, !a/2NS and each orbit of xP!(a#x), of
length 2, intersects S in exactly one element. For all a3GF(q), half sets
centered at !a/2 clearly exist. We will employ two kinds of half sets, half sets
centered at !1/2 that contain 0 and half sets centered at 0. Note that if P is
a half set containing 0 and centered at !1/2 then !1NP. As an example of
such a set, if q is prime then the orbits of xP!(1#x) are MM0, q!1N,
M1,q!2N,2, M(q!3)/2, (q#1)/2N, M(q!1)/2NN and the set M0, 1,2,
(q!3)/2N is a half set containing 0 and centered at !1/2.
For P a half set containing 0 and centered at !1/2 and „ a half set
centered at 0, we de"ne the set
D
P,T
"MD
x,y
:xy3P or (xy"!1/2 and x3„)N.
LEMMA 3. If P is a half set containing 0 and centered at !1/2 and „ is
a half set centered at 0, then D
P,T
is a dual system of coset representatives for
H in G.
Proof. If D
x,y
, D
w,z
3D
P,T
then it is routine to show that D
x,y
D~1
w,z
3H if
and only if x"w and y"z and that D~1
x,y
D
w,z
3H if and only if x"w and
y"z. Thus, D
P,T
is both a partial system of left coset representatives for H in
G and a partial system of right coset representatives for H in G. Furthermore,
D
P,T
D"q (q#1)/2"DG :HD, and so D
P,T
is a dual system of coset representa-
tives for H in G. j
We de"ne D
0
"MD
x,y
: xy"0N and for P a half set containing 0 and
centered at !1/2 and „ a half set centered at 0 we de"ne D
T
"MD
x,y
: xy"
!1/2 and x3„N and D
P
"MD
x,y
:xy3P!M0NN. Clearly D
P,T
is the disjoint
union of D
0
, D
P
, and D
T
.
LEMMA 4. D
0
admits complete mappings and, for „ a half set centered at 0,
D
T
admits complete mappings.
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x,y
3D
0
then xy"0 and D
x,y
D
x,y
"D
2x,2y
3D
0
. Now the ident-
ity mapping and the mapping D
x,y
PD
2x,2y
are both bijections D
0
PD
0
and
so the identity mapping is a complete mapping of D
0
.
If D
x,y
3D
T
then x3„ and y"!1/(2x). Let i2"!1 and for x3„ de"ne
h
T
by
h
T
(D
x, ~12x
)
"G
Dxi
2 ,
~1
xi
D~xi
2 ,
~1
xi
if xi
2
3„
if xi
2
N„ .
As the mapping
xPG
xi
2
~xi
2
if xi
2
3„
if xi
2
N„
is a bijection „P„ the mapping h
T
is a bijection D
T
PD
T
.
For x3„
D
x , ~12x
h
T
(D
x , ~12x
)"G
D
xi , ~12xi
A
1‘i
"D
~xi , 12xi
Bx (1‘i)
2
if xi/23„
D
~xi , 12xi
A
1~i
"D
xi , ~12xi
Bx (1~i)
2
if xi/2 N„
.
As the mapping
xPG
xi if xi3„
!xi if xi N„
is a bijection „P„ the mapping g
T
:D
T
PD
T
de"ned by
g
T
(D
x, ~12x
)"G
D
xi , ~12xi
D
~xi , ~12xi
if xi3„
if xi N„
is a bijection D
T
PD
T
satisfying D
x,~1@(2x)
h
T
(D
x,~1@(2x)
)H"g
T
(D
x,~1@(2x)
)H,
and so h
T
is a complete mapping of D
T
. j
We de"ne two symmetric polynomials over GF (q) that will play an impor-
tant role in determining the existence of complete mappings of D
P
, P a half set
containing 0 and centered at !1/2.
(i) p
1
(a, b, c)"1#2(a#b#c)#2(ab#ac#bc)#(a2#b2#c2)#
4abc, and
(ii) p
2
(a, b, c)"(a2#b2#c2)!2(ab#ac#bc)!4abc.
LEMMA 5. ‚et P be a half set containing 0 and centered at !1/2. If there
exist bijections h, g : P!M0NPP!M0N such that, for each x3P!M0N, at
least one of p
1
(x, h (x), g(x)) or p
2
(x, h (x), g (x)) is a square in GF (q), then
D
P
admits complete mappings.
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h, g : P!M0NPP!M0N be bijections such that, for each x3P!M0N, at least
one of p
1
(x, h (x), g (x)) or p
2
(x, h (x), g (x)) is a square in GF(q). For
a3P!M0N, set D
a
"MD
x,y
: xy"aN, and de"ne polynomials f
a,1
and f
a,2
by
f
a,1
(x)"g(a)(1#g(a))x2!(1#a#h (a)#g (a)#2ag(a))x#a (1#a)
and
f
a,2
(x)"g(a)(1#g (a))x2!(a!h(a)#g(a)#2ag (a))x#a(1#a).
Note that, as a3P!M0N and !1 NP!M0N, f
a,1
(0)"f
a,2
(0)"a (1#a)O0.
We will construct mappings h
P
, g
P
:D
P
PD
P
as follows. If p
1
(a, h (a), g(a)) is
a square in GF (q) then, as p
1
(a, h(a), g (a)) is the discriminant for f
a,1
, f
a,1
has
a zero a in GF (q), and aO0 as f
a,1
(0)O0. De"ne
h
P
(D
x, ax
)"D(g(a)~h(a)~1‘aa )x, h(a)(g(a)~h(a)~(1‘a)@a)x
and
g
P
(D
x, ax
)"Dx
a ,
ag(a)
x
.
As aO0, g
P
is a bijection D
a
PDg(a). Also g (a)!h (a)!(1#a)/aO0, as if
g(a)!h (a)!(1#a)/a"0 then, !1 not being in P!M0N, (1#a)/aO0,
which implies that g(a)!h (a)O0, a"(1#a)/(g (a)!h (a)), and
f
a,1
(a)"(h (a)(1#h (a))(1#a)2)/((g(a)!h (a))2)O0: a contradiction. Thus
h
P
is a bijection D
a
PDh(a). Routine but tedious computation shows that
D
x, (a@x)
h
P
(D
x, (a@x)
)H"g
P
(D
x, (a@x)
)H.
If p
1
(a, h (a), g(a)) is not a square in GF(q) then p
2
(a, h (a), g(a)) is a square in
GF(q) and, as p
2
(a, h(a), g (a)) is the discriminant for f
a,2
, f
a,2
has a zero b in
GF(q), and bO0 as f
a,2
(0)O0. De"ne
h
P
(D
x, ax
)"D(~1~g(a)~h(a)‘1‘ab )x, h(a)(~1~g(a)~h(a)‘(1‘a)@b)x
and
g
P
(D
x, ax
)"Dx
b ,
bg(a)
x
.
As bO0, g
P
is a bijection D
a
PDg(a). Also !1!g(a)!h(a)#(1#a)/bO0, as if !1!g(a)!h (a)#(1#a)/b"0 then, !1 not being
in P!M0N, (1#a)/bO0, which implies that !1!g(a)!h (a)O0, b"
(1#a)/(1#g (a)#h(a)), and f
a,2
(b)"(h(a)(1#h(a))(1#a)2)/((1#g(a)#
h(a))2)O0: a contradiction. Thus h
P
is a bijection D
a
PDh(a). Routine
but tedious computation shows that D
x, (a@x)
h
P
(D
x, (a@x)
)H"g
P
(D
x, (a@x)
)H.
Thus h
P
is a complete mapping of D
P
. j
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1
and p
2
satisfy
p
1
(!(1#a), b, c)"p
1
(a,!(1#b), c)"p
1
(a, b,!(1#c))"p
2
(a, b, c)
and
p
2
(!(1#a), b, c)"p
2
(a,!(1#b), c)"p
2
(a, b,!(1#c))"p
1
(a, b, c).
Thus the question, of whether Lemma 5 can be used to establish the existence
of complete mappings of D
P
or not, is independent of the choice of half set P,
centered at !1/2 and containing 0: however, we will not make use of this
fact. We will call a triple (a, b, c) of elements of GF(q) an adoptable triple if at
least one of p
1
(a, b, c) or p
2
(a, b, c) is a square in GF (q).
In Lemmas 6 and 7 we will need to use cyclotomy: the cyclotomy numbers
in [10] for q,1 modulo 4, C
0
the set of nonzero squares in GF(q), and C
1
the
set of nonsquares in GF(q) yield
DMx3GF(q) :x3C
i
, x#13C
j
ND"G
(q!5)/4 if (i, j)"(0, 0)
(q!1)/4 otherwise.
LEMMA 6.
(i) If a3GF (q) then (a, a, a) is an adoptable triple if and only if at least one
of 4a#1, 4a#3 is a square in GF(q).
(ii) If P is a half set containing 0 and centered at !1/2 then
DMa3P!M0N : (a, a, a) an adoptable tripleND5(3q!11)/8.
Proof.
(i) As p
1
(a, a, a)"(a#1)2(4a#1) and p
2
(a, a, a)"!a2(4a#3),
p
1
(a, a, a) is a square if and only if 4a#1 is a square and p
2
(a, a, a) is a square
if and only if 4a#3 is a square.
(ii) Set A"Ma3GF(q) : at least one of 4a#1, 4a#3 squareN and
A
I
"Ma3GF(q) : 4a#i a square for each i3IN. Including 0 there are
(q#1)/2 squares in GF (q), and so DA
1
D"DA
3
D"(q#1)/2. Using cyclotomy,
routine computation shows that DA
1,3
D"(q#3)/4 or (q!1)/4 depending on
whether 2 is a square in GF (q) or not. Thus
DAD"DA
1
D#DA
3
D!DA
1
WA
3
D"DA
1
D#DA
3
D!DA
1,3
D"3q#1
4
or
3q#5
4
.
As 4(!(1#a))#1"!(4a#3) and 4(!(1#a))#3"!(4a#1),
A is a union of orbits of xP!(1#x). Thus, as !1/23A and P is a half set
centered at !1/2, DAWPD"(3q!3)/8 or (3q#1)/8. Furthermore, 03AWP,
and so DAW(P!M0N)D"(3q!11)/8 or (3q!7)/8 and the result follows. j
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a, b3P!M0N. „hen
DMc3P!M0N : (a, b, c) an adoptable tripleND5q!7
4
.
Proof. Setting a"4ab#2a#2b and b"(a!b)2, p
1
(a, b, c)"
c2#(a#2)c#(a#b#1) and p
2
(a, b, c)"c2!ac#b. Thus, for given
a, b, r3GF(q), there exists c3GF(q) such that p
1
(a, b, c)"r if and only if
(a#2)2!4(a#b#1)#4r"a2!4b#4r is a square in GF (q) and there
exists c3GF(q) such that p
2
(a, b, c)"r if and only if a2!4b#4r is a square
in GF (q). For given a, b3GF(q), m"DMc3GF(q) : p
1
(a, b, c) a square in
GF(q)ND"DMc3GF(q) : p
2
(a, b, c) a square in GF(q)ND depends on whether
a2!4b is zero, a nonzero square, or a nonsquare. Using cyclotomy numbers,
we "nd that m"q, (q#1)/2, or (q!1)/2, and so m5(q!1)/2. Set
K"Mc3GF(q) : p
1
(a, b, c) and/or p
2
(a, b, c) square in GF (q)N. As
p
1
(a, b,!(1#c))"p
2
(a, b, c) and p
2
(a, b,!(1#c))"p
1
(a, b, c), K is a union
of orbits of xP!(1#x), and as 0, !1, and !1/2 may be elements of K,
D(P!M0N)WKD5(DKD!3)/2. Hence, as DKD5m, DMc3P!M0N : (a, b, c) an ,ad-
optable tripleND5(m!3)/25(q!7)/4.
THEOREM 1. S‚(2, q) admits complete mappings for all q,1 modulo 4.
Proof. For q,1 modulo 4, let „ be a half set centered at 0, and let P be
a half set centered at !1/2 and containing 0. By Lemma 2, H is a subgroup
of S‚ (2, q) and H admits complete mappings, and by Lemma 3, D
P,T
is a dual
system of coset representatives for H in S‚(2, q). Now D
P,T
is the disjoint
union of D
0
, D
T
, and D
P
, and by Lemma 4 there exists a complete mapping
h
0
of D
0
and a complete mapping h
T
of D
T
. If there exists a complete mapping
h
P
of D
P
then the mapping h : D
P,T
PD
P,T
, de"ned by
h(D
x,y
)"G
h
0
(D
x,y
) if D
x,y
3D
0
h
T
(D
x,y
) if D
x,y
3D
T
h
P
(D
x,y
) if D
x,y
3D
P
is a complete mapping of D
P,T
, and hence, by Lemma 1, S‚(2, q) will admit
complete mappings. Hence, to prove the theorem, we need only show that for
each q,1 modulo 4 there is a choice of P, a half set centered at !1/2 and
containing 0, for which D
P
admits complete mappings. We will accomplish
this by showing that the conditions of Lemma 5 are satis"ed.
For q"5, 9, 13, 17, 25, and 29 we can choose P, a half set centered at
!1/2 and containing 0, and de"ne mappings h
P
and g
P
, satisfying the
conditions of Lemma 5, as follows.
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P
(1)"g
P
(1)"1.
For q"9, setting GF(9)"Mx#yi : i2#1"0, x, y3GF(3)N, choose
P!M0N"Mi, 2i, 1#iN and set h
P
(a)"a for all a, g
P
(i)"1#i, g
P
(1#i)"i,
g
P
(2i)"2i.
For q"13, choose P!M0N"M1, 2, 3, 4, 5N and set h
P
(a)"a for all a,
g
P
(1)"2, g
P
(2)"1, and g
P
(a)"a otherwise.
For q"17, choose P!M0N"M1,2,7N and set hP (a)"a for all a,
g
P
(1)"7, g
P
(7)"1, and g
P
(a)"a otherwise.
For q"25, setting GF (25)"Mx#ya : a2!2"0, x, y3GF(5)N, choose
P!M0N"M1, a, 2a, 3a, 4a, 1#a, 1#2a, 1#3a, 1#4a, 2#a, 2#2aN and
set h
P
(a)"a for all a, g
P
(3a)"1#a, g
P
(1#a)"2#2a, g
P
(2#2a)"
1#4a, g
P
(1#4a)"3a, and g
P
(a)"a otherwise.
For q"29, choose P!M0N"M1,2,13N and set hP (a)"a for all a,
g
P
(4)"9, g
P
(9)"10, g
P
(10)"4,and g
P
(a)"a otherwise.
Thus, by Lemma 5, D
P
admits complete mappings for q"5, 9, 13, 17, 25,
and 29.
Suppose q537 and let P be any half set centered at !1/2 and containing
0. We will construct mappings h
P
,g
P
: P!M0NPP!M0N that satisfy the
conditions of Lemma 5.
Set M"Ma3P!M0N : (a, a, a) not an adoptable tripleN. By Lemma 6,
D(P!M0N)!MD5(3q!11)/8, and as DP!M0ND"(q!3)/2, it follows that
DMD4(q!3)/2!(3q!11)/8"(q!1)/8. If DMD is even then set N"M, and
if DMD is odd then pick d3(P!M0N)!M and set N"MXMdN. In either case
DND is even and DND4(q#7)/8. Partition N into 2}element subsets
MMa
1
, b
1
N,2,MaDND@2, bDND@2NN.
We will next show that there exist distinct elements c
1
,2, cDND@2 of
(P!M0N)!N satsifying (a
i
, b
i
, c
i
) is an adoptable triple for i"1,2, DND/2.
Assume this to be false and let r be the largest integer for which there exist
distinct elements c
1
,2, cr of (P!M0N)!N satisfying (ai, bi, ci) is an ad-
optable triple for i"1,2, r. Now, as q537, DNXMc1,2, crND4(3DND)/2!14(3q#5)/16((q!7)/4, and so by Lemma 7, there exists
c
r‘1
3(P!M0N)!N, distinct from c
1
,2, cr, such that (ar‘1, br‘1, cr‘1) is an
adoptable triple: a contradiction.
De"ne h
P
,g
P
:P!M0NPP!M0N by h
P
(a
i
)"b
i
, h
P
(b
i
)"c
i
, h
P
(c
i
)"a
i
,
g
P
(a
i
)"c
i
, g
P
(b
i
)"a
i
, and g
P
(c
i
)"b
i
, for i"1,2, DND/2, and
h
P
(a)"g
P
(a)"a if aOa
i
, b
i
, c
i
for any i3M1,2,DND/2N. The mappings hP and
g
P
, so de"ned, satisfy the conditions of Lemma 5. Thus for q537 and P any
half set centered at !1/2 and containing 0, D
P
admits complete mappings
and the result follows. j
The proof of Corollary 1 in [7] can now be applied to give another proof
that each of G‚ (2, q), PG‚(2, q), and PS‚(2, q) admits complete mappings
when q,1 modulo 4.
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